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TANTRIC MASSAGE FOR BEGINNERS 3rd EDITION Discover The Best Essential Tantric
Massage- and Tantric Love Making Techniques! Bonus Inside Are you and your partner starting
to feel distant with one another when you’re in the bedroom together? Do you oftentimes wonder
if there isn’t something more that the two of you could be doing that would make you feel closer
to one another? Has someone maybe mentioned tantric sex to you in passing? If you’ve
answered yes to one or more of those questions or you’re just looking for a way to spice things
up in the bedroom as you deepen the connection between you and your partner, then this might
be the book for you! You’ll find information as to how the tantric sex movement got started over
six thousand years ago, and how you can start practicing it today with your partner without
feeling the pressure of having sexual intercourse! At the end of the book, you’ll be introduced to
some easy and a few not so easy positions that maximize the tantric sex experience! In this
book, you’ll find the following: What is Tantric Sex?The Benefits of Tantric Sex Importance of Sex
in a RelationshipTypes of Intimacy Beginning ExercisesBasic Tantric Sex TechniquesTantric
MassageTantric Sex Positions for BeginnersAnd much, much more... Want to find out more ?
Buy your copy today!

"This rich and contemporary commentary on the Book of Equanimity takes us through a world of
liberating insights. It challenges the reader to look beyond the predictable and obvious to the
depth and subtlety of a mind that is truly free." -- Joan Halifax, Abbot, Upaya Zen Center"Wick's
pithy commentaries on the Book of Equanimity cut to the quick of the one hundred cases
contained in it. A beacon that penetrates through the haze of complications." -- John Daido
Loori, author of The Zen of Creativity"Shishin Wick brings to this important work the depth,
precision, and the true vision of the scientist who always stands ready to question everything,
never satisfied with platitudes or old standards. He exemplifies the relentless clarity of the
teacher challenging us to start afresh in each moment and unabashedly explore in these koans
the essence of Zen-and the essence of our lives-in our own words, in the time, culture, and
places where we find ourselves." -- from the foreword by Bernie Glassman"Gerry Shishin Wick is
a Zen teacher of long experience and uncommon depth of practice. Every student of Zen would
do well to read this fine book and anything else he writes." -- Robert Jinsen Kennedy, author of
Zen Spirit, Christian Spirit"Wick's brilliant book helps us crack the mystery of the legendary Zen
koans that have been driving Dharma students crazy or to enlightenment for centuries. I myself
have found it very interesting and useful, both for myself and for Dharma students. It is a real
contribution to Buddhist literature in the Western world, further opening the treasure trove of this
great wisdom tradition." -- Lama Surya Das, author of Awakening the Buddha Within: Tibetan
Wisdom for the Western World and founder of the Dzogchen Center."With the sureness of one



who knows how to travel the beyond, Zen Master Shesshin Wick guides us through this
wonderful Zen classic. Through his eyes and his wise hand, he helps us discover in ourselves a
life that is ever abundant with the mystery that flows without ceasing from our own primordial
nonexistence." -- Reginald Ray, author of Indestructible Truth"The legacy of Taizan Maezumi
Roshi's teachings lives on in The Book of Equanimity: Illuminating Classic Zen Koans by his
student, Gerry Shishin Wick. The Book of Equanimity is as central to koan practice in the Soto
Zen tradition as the better-known Blue Cliff Record is in the Rinzai tradition. The one hundred
koans it discusses were first collected and comment upon with short appreciatory verses by
Master Wanshi Shokaku in the twelfth century. A hundred years later, Bansho Gyposhu added
prefaces. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Shishin Wick gave a series of talks on each
of the hundred cases to Zen students in Colorado, and now with this new publication he offers
his commentary and translation to a wider audience. Shishin Wick was trained as a physicist
and oceanographer, and his scientific background comes through in his rigorous examination of
each case. His poetic sensibility is also evident in the book, such as in his commentary on
'Joshu's Dog,' which describes the noble futility of the bodhisattva vow, by using the image of
someone attempting to fill up a well with snow. He draws upon examples ranging from the
scholarly (comparisons with other koan collections) to the everyday (a friend's paralyzed
dachshund) to show the importance of The Book of Equanimity in the Zen tradition and its
relevance to the lives of his students and readers." ― Buddhadharma"The Book of Equanimity is
one of the most brilliant and subtle texts in the Zen tradition. Shishin Wick's commentaries on
this timeless series of koans illuminate the ancient wisdom of the east for our modern scientific
world. There are few today who could shed this kind of light for the Western reader in the 21st
century." -- Dennis Genpo Merzel, Roshi, President of the White Plum Asanga and Kanzeon
InternationalAbout the AuthorGerry Shishin Wick is a dharma heir of Taizan Maezumi. He
studied with both Soto and Rinzai Zen masters (as did Maezumi) and for 20 years his
understanding of the koans in the Book of Equanimity was examined by Maezumi. A former
professor of physics, oceanography, and, later, Buddhism, Wick is a teacher whose unique
qualifications make him a particularly appealing author.Bernard (Bernie) Tetsugen Glassman is
a dharma heir to Hakuyu Taizan Maezumi. He is the founder of the Peacemaker Circle, the
famous Greyston Mandala and the Greyston Bakery (featured on 60 Minutes). He is author of
Infinite Circle and, with Jeff Bridges, The Dude and the Zen Master.
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Jeanette, “Eyes got opened, clean. a must have in every bedroom. Clean and practical. My
husband and I have one of the best marriages, ever. I was shocked when I learned it could be
even better. This book really opened my eyes, helped me to understand why I felt or thought the
way I did.. this book talks about both his and her bodies, functions, desires, rewards. You don't
need that sex guru guy. The first day of reading it and putting into practice, was the best wow sex
ever. My husband lasted for 20 minutes, that day, all I thought of was how wonderfully tingly my
body was I couldn't stop thinking of our love making, and it was love making, what we where
doing before, well that was just sex, this, well this was new, mind blowing. I thought I lost my
libido, I thought it was gone for good, but guess what ladies???? I found it!! OMG, it is back.
Just like when I was younger. Like when you first start falling in love. It is awesome. I use to say
that romance novels wasn't real (not talking erotica or anything like that, not talking porn) I'm
talking good healthy sex romance novels. I used to say can't read them makes me jealous, love
making isn't like that. Well guess what? I was wrong!!!!! I'm so excited. The second day of
reading and putting into practice, well I swear, my husband said he had multiple smaller "O"s
before the big one, then the big one, went on and on. Its never happened beforr. He didnt think it
wss even possible. For me, well I'm walking around with a smile non stop. I feel so cherished, so
sexy, so deeply loved. I feel like I've been taken to the top the edge and flown. The truth is, it
does come down to communication and trust. It's being able to feel the beauty and strength In
the vulnerability of emotions, feelings, love. It takes a strong man, to realize that well, we know
guys only talk about hitting it, the finish line is the goal, well until they learn it's the journey that's
what's the desirable part, the joy, and how to prolong the journey together, well that's what
makes it mind blowing. You don't need the toys, it's not size that matters it's how to use it. And
well, that's what this book teaches. It's great for even the pruniest prude, to be able to learn not
just to enjoy love making but to have mind blowing love making. Even for the self conscious
fluffy, full curved figure. Ok that's me, more rolls than a pastry truck. Can enjoy it. Know what I'm
saying? And for those who are more open minded and free spirited. When that it loses its
wonder, well you learn that, what's shown or porn, well that's not real. But you learn how to make
it even better. Because your amazement, well it won't be faked. As hard as some of it will be to
do, the letting go, honest communication, it only adds then, you've got your dream. Don't be
afraid your partner is just as nervous and unsure as you are. But the outcome, well, it'll have you
both screaming and wanting more. Ladies, You go along with this book, you'll gain your own
personal sex slave of your dreams. I know sounds corny, to good to be true. But i am amazed. I
crave love making now, I don't want to turn him down because I'm too tired. Here's thebghing,
the price is worth the try”

Sylvia Ann Mulligan, “Can't wait to put this into practise. It is as if I knew there was more to sex
than I was getting and after reading this I realise why I have always felt left needing' I can't wait to



put what we have learnt by reading this book into practise.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Very good read and useful tips”

The book by R. Riley has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 471 people have provided feedback.
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